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INSTRUCTIONS



LO: To examine the features of instruction texts.

Instruction texts tell us how to do or make 
something.

They give us instructions in chronological (time) 
order.
They are written in clear steps using direct 
language (imperative verbs).

Think and talk. 
What instruction texts can you think of?



Instruction Texts include:

instructions

DIY books
Recipes

Science 
experiments

Instructions on 
packaging
(food, clothing, 
superglue)

Posters, notices 
and signs

Sewing or 
knitting 
patterns

Technical manuals

Non-fiction books
(e.g. science, art, 
design)



Have a look at the instruction texts on the next 
slides.

Look at them carefully and think about the 
questions.



1. How useful are the instructions?
2. Are the instructions easy to follow?  
3. What would you do to improve them?
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Did you see that instructions can look 
very different?

Some instructions are easier to follow 
than others.

Which set of instructions looked the 
easiest to understand?



Features of Instruction texts
Instruction texts have features that make them clear 
and easy to follow.

They need:

A title

A  list or pictures of  what you will need.

Clear and easy to follow step-by-step instructions in 
chronological order – bullet points or numbered 
instructions.

Imperative verbs

Diagrams and pictures can be helpful.



Title

Things you will 
need.



Instructions –
step-by-step,
Numbered and 
in 
chronological 
order



Read these instructions for making a sandwich.  Do you 
notice anything wrong?

Making a jam sandwich.
You will need:
2 pieces of bread, jam, chopping board, knife, plate

Instructions.

1. Spread the jam on one side of one piece of bread with a knife.
2. Get out 2 pieces of bread and lay them flat on the chopping board.
3. Put the sandwich on a plate.
4. Eat and enjoy!
5. Place the second piece of bread on top of the one with jam on to make a 

sandwich
6. Cut the sandwich in half. 
7. Wash hands before you begin.



Well Spotted!!!  

I think you would get in a muddle if you made a jam sandwich like this.
Can you put them in the right order? 

Write down what you think and check on the next slide to see if you were 
right.



Well Spotted!!!  I think you would get in a muddle if you made a jam sandwich 
like this.
Can you put them in the right order?

Making a jam sandwich.
You will need:
2 pieces of bread, jam, chopping board, knife, plate

Instructions.

1. Wash hands before you begin.
2. Get out 2 pieces of bread and lay them flat on the chopping board. 
3. Spread the jam on one side of one piece of bread with a knife.
4.  Place the second piece of bread on top of the one with jam on, to make a 
sandwich
5.  Cut the sandwich in half. 
6.  Put the sandwich on a plate.
7.  Eat and enjoy!



The correct order of instructions is very important.

In today’s home learning, you will find instructions 
for how to brush your teeth.  The instructions have 
got in a muddle. 
Can you sort them out so that they make sense? 

Once you are finished, try following them to check 
they work.


